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Abstract--Polynomials are considered which are orthogonal with respect to the inner product 
(/,g) = (1-c)~ ~l (=)g(x )~ +.l(0)g(0)+.al(0)ag(0), 
X=0 
3>0,  0<c<1,  #>0,  v>0.  
A representation for these polynomials i presented. It is shown that in the cases p > 0, v = 0 
and p = 0, v > 0, these polynomials are eigenfunctions of a difference operator of infinite order. 
Expressions for the eigenvalues and representations forthe coefficients in the differential operators 
are presented. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1,2], polynomials orthogonal with respect o inner products involving differences are studied. 
In [3], the inner product 
~-~f  "X" "X" 
e-aax 
(f'g) =  ( )g( ) - -7  "[- pf(O)g(O)+ uAf(0)Ag(0), 
x=0 " (1) 
a>0,  #_>0, u_>0, A / (x )=f (x+l ) - / (x ) ,  
has been considered and the corresponding orthogonal polynomials which are generalizations of
the Charlier polynomials have been constructed. In [4], the case # > 0 and v = 0 is dealt with 
and it is shown that in that case the polynomials are eigenfunctions of a difference quation of 
infinite order, and in [3], it was proved that also in the case/~ -- 0 and u > 0, the polynomials 
are eigenfunctions of a difference operator of infinite order. 
Similar problems have been treated for the polynomials orthogonal with respect o the inner 
product 
5 1 f(x)g(x)xae -x dx + Mf(O)g(O) + Nf'(O)g'(O), (f'g) = r(ev + 1) 
with M > 0, N _> 0, a > -1.  In [5,6], such generalizations of the Laguerre polynomials are 
introduced, and in [7], it is shown that if M > 0 and N = 0, the polynomials are eigenfunctions 
of a differential operator of order 2c,+4 if a is a nonnegative integer and of infinite order otherwise. 
The coefficients in the differential operator were guessed first and afterwards proved to be correct. 
The authors would like to thank J. Koekoek for valuable remarks which lead to several improvements of the paper. 
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A more direct approach to obtain these coefficients i given in [8]. The general case is dealt with 
in [9]. It is shown there that if M > 0 and N > 0, the polynomials are eigenfunctions of a 
differential operator of order 4c~ + 10 if a is a nonnegative integer and of infinite order otherwise. 
In this paper, we turn to the inner product 
oo  
(f, g) = (I - c)# ~ (/3)~: x! f(x)g(x) +/zf(O)g(O) + vAf(O)Ag(O), 
:¢----0 
(2) 
/3 > 0, 0 < c < 1, #_> 0, v >_ 0. The case# > 0 and v = 0 has been considered in [10]. 
The corresponding orthogonal polynomials which are generalizations of the Meixner polynomials 
have been constructed, and it is shown that in that case, the polynomials are eigenfunctions of 
a difference operator of infinite order. Here, we study the general case, and by using a special 
normalization of the polynomials, we are able to compare the Meixner with the Laguerre case. 
2. COMPUTATION OF  THE POLYNOMIALS  
In order to compute the polynomials {M~:'(x;/3,c)}~= o which are orthogonal with respect 
to (2), we write 
M~'V (x; /3, c) = AnMn(x; /3, c) + BnMn-l(X - 1;/3 + 1, c) + CnMn-2(x - 2;/3 + 2, c), 
where Mn(x;/3, c) denotes the Meixner polynomial given by (see [10]) (/3 > 0, 0 < c < 1) 
(/3),, (-n,-x 1)  
Mn(x;/3, c) = --~[ 2F1 /3 1 - -c ' n = 0,1,2, . . . .  
The Meixner polynomials satisfy the orthogonality relation 
c-"(/3).~ . . . .  
(1 - c) ~ (/3)XCZMm(x;/3, c)Mn(x;/3, -~n. ran, m,n 0,1,2,. (3) 
z~O 
If n > 3 and p(x) = x(x - 1)q(x), where q(x) is a polynomial of degree _< n - 3, we have by the 
orthogonslity of the MeLter  polynomials 
(p(x), M~'V(x; /3, c)) = Bn(1 - c) 0 ~ (13)xcZ x[ Mn.l(X- 1;~+ 1,c)x(x- 1)q(x) 
z----O 
~ (/3)~: Mn-2(x - 2;/3 + 2, c)x(x - 1)q(x) + Cn(1 - c) ~ x! 
= B.(1 - c)~c/3 ~ (~ + 1)~- le-1 
x Mn_~(x - 1;/3 + 1,c)(x - 1)q(x) + On(1 -- C)%~/3(/3 + 1) 
~ (/3 + ~.)~_2:-2 
x ~ ...(~--~. Mn-2(x-2; /3+ 2, c)q(x)=O. 
z.~-2 
Hence, An, Bn, and Cn have to be determined such that 
0 = (1 ,M~'V(x ;13,c) ) ,  n ~_ 1, 
0 = (x, M~'" (x ;  ~ ,c ) ) ,  ,~ _> 2. 
Let n > 2. Then, 
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OO 
(z, M~'V(z/~,c)) = B.(1 - c) ~ ~ (8~.CZ Mn_l(X - -  I ; ]~  "~- 1,C)Z 
z----0 
+ On( 1 - c) ~ ~ (]~)=CZMn-2(x - 2;~ + 2, c)x 
z~0 
+ v [A.AM.(0; B, c) + B.AM._I(-1; ~ + 1, c) 
+~.AM._2(-2; ~ + 2, c)]. 
But, by using [10, formula (2.8)], (see also (12)) and (3) 
165 
(1 -c) fl (8)zcZ Mn_2(xx[  - 2;8 + 2, c)z = (1 - c)~c E (~ +-(z-_~)[1)z-lcz-1 
zmO z~l  
)) = 8c"-", 
X (~  ( -~1) (__1)  Mr , - /c -2( : r -1 ;8+l ,c  ]'---c 
\ k=0 
we obtain the equation 
[ uAMn(0; 8, c)A,z + vAM._ I ( - I ; /3  + i, c)B. + yAM._2(-2;  8 + 2, c) + 1 - c J C .  = 0. i4) 
Let n _> 1. Then, 
il, M~'"(~; 8, c) /= B.(1 - c)O ~ ( e M~_I(~ - 1; 8 + 1, c) 
+ C~il - c)~ ~ i0~e.M, ,_ , i~-  2; 8 + 2,c) 
+ .  [A.M.(0; 8, c) + B.M._~(-1; 8 + 1,c) + C.M._2(-2; 8 + 2,c)1, 
and we come to the following equation: 
#Mn(O;8, c)A,~ + [~Mn-l(-1;/~ + 1,c) + c 1-'~] B,~ 
+ [~Mn-2(-2; 8 + 2, c) + ( n - I)c 2-'t] C.  -- 0. (5) 
We choose the norm_alization of the polynomials M~,~'(z; ]~, c) by taking 
Cn -- -v f l - l (  1 - c)c"-SaM.(0;  8, c) - ~v/~-1(1 - c)c 2"-4 
x [M,~-1(-1;/~ + 1,c)AM, t(0; 8,c) - M.(O;f,c)AM,~-I(-1;8 + 1,c)]. 
Then, 
An = 1 + ~c'~-lMn_l(-1;  fl + 1, c) 
+ v~-1(1 - c)c'~-s[-(n - 1)cAM,~_I(-1; fl + 1, c) + AM, t_2(-2; fl + 2, c)] 
+ #u]~-l( 1 -- c)c 2n-4 
x [AMn_I i - I ;  8 + I, c)Mn-2(-2;/~ + 2, c) - AMn_2(-2; fl + 2, c)M.- I  ( - I ;  8 + I, c)], 
and 
Bn = -p~'~-IM,~(0;/3, c) + u/~-x( 1 - c)cn-s(n - 1)cAM,~(0;/~, c) 
+ ~V~-1C2n-4(1 -- C) 
x [AM, t(O;~,c)Mr,-2(-2;/3 + 2, c) - M,~(O;/~,c)AMn_2(-2;/3 + 2,c)]. 
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Hence, we obtain the following representation for the polynomials M~*'(x; ~, c): 
M~nU(z;~'c) -- Mn(x;f~'c) "l" Dcn-l [ Mn(x;[3'c)Mn(O;~,c) Mn-l(X-1;~-i-Mn_l(_l; ~ + 1,c)l'c)[ 
M,(x; 13, c) 
+ vf~-l(1 - c)c n-a AMn(0;f~,c) 
o 
Mn- l (X -  1; l~ + 1,c) 
AMn_I(-1;  f~ + 1, c) 
-1 
Mn-2(x - 2;f~ + 2,c) 
AMn_2(-2; f~ + 2, c) 
-c(n- 1) 
Mn(x; ~, c) 
+ DV~-I(I -- C)C 2n-4 Mn(0; f~,c) 
AM, (0;/3, c) 
Mn-l(X - 1;f~ + 1,c) 
Mn-l(-1;/3 + 1,c) 
AM,-1( -1 ;  f~ + 1,c) 
Mn-2(x  - 2;~ + 2, c)] 
M.-2(-2; f~ + 2, c) [ . 
AMn-2(-2;/3 + 2, c) 
(6) 
3. SOME PROPERTIES  OF  MEIXNER POLYNOMIALS  
The following limit relation connects Meixaer polynomials with Laguerre polynomials: 
~'unlMn(1-~c;a÷l ,c )=L(a ' (x) .  
In order to compare with the Laguerre case, we define the Meixner polynomials by (h = (1 -c) /c)  
M~a)(x'~h)=Mn(h;ot-}-1,(1-{-h) -1) 
(i)( ) -g-a-1 (1 + h)k = ( -1 )  n 
k=O n -- k 
(7) 
1 ~-, ( a + k + 1)n-~(-n)k (-xlh)~ 
= ~.. ~ k! ( -  h)k' n = 0,1,2, . . . ,  
k--0 
= ~(--1)nz n + lower powers of z. 
These representations can be used for all values of a and h except h = 0. Hence, we have 
M(a)(0; h) = (a + 1)n n] ' n = 0, 1,2, . . . .  (8) 
Meixner polynomials are related to the Jacobi polynomials in the following way: 
M~a)(x;h) = (l + h)nP(,("(xlh)-n) "i-'~"~ , n=0,1,2,  .... (9) 
For h > 0, the Meixner polynomials satisfy the second-order difference quation 
x(1 + h)AhVhy(x) + [a + 1 -z]Ahy(x) + ny(x) = O, y(x) = M(n a) (x; h). (10) 
Here Vhy(z) = (y(z) - y(x - h))/h and Ahy(x) = (y(x + h) - y(x))/h. From the generating 
function 
Of} 
(1 - t (1  + h) )=/h(1  - t) -( , /h)-a-1 = Z M(a) (x ;  h)tn' (11)  
n=O 
the following results, which are valid for all real x, a, h, and p, are easy to derive: 
and 
~"~ (P) k h)kM(a__)(x;h), M(a-n)(z +ph;h)= k (-1) (1+ 
k=0 
P 1 ~ (a) M(a-n)(x;h) = ~'~ (k ) ( -  ) M~_k(x;h), 
k=O 
n = 0,1,2, . . . ,  (12) 
n = O, 1, 2, . . . ,  (13) 
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AhM(a>(x; h) = M (a+1)(x; h), - -  n - i  n = 1, 2, 3,.... (14) 
We also obtain from the generating function 
oo oo 
Z M(-a-'-l>(-x;h)tn" E M(a+J)(x;h)tn 
n=O n=O 
= (1 - t(1 + h))-'/h(1 - t )Cz /h )+a+i ( l  -- t(1 + h))'/h(l - t )  - ( z /h>-a - j - i  = ( I  - t )  i - j -1  . 
Hence, 
i 
~(-~-~-l)t  x" h~M("+J)tx • h~ _ ... Z~v~-k t -  , y ~_j ~ , j=6~j, j< i ,  i , j=O, 1,2,. 
kffij 
We will use the inversion formula (15) in the following way. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that for a certa/n k E {0, 1, 2,...  }, we have the system of equations 
(15) 
oo 
Z A'(a'x)A~h+kM(a>Cx;h) = Fn(x), 
i=1 
n = k+ 1, k + 2,k + 3, . . . .  
Then, this system has a unique solution given by 
i 
Ai(a,x) (-1)i+k Z ( -a - i -k - i>  ___  = M~_j (-~ -,- kh; h)Fj+k(x), 
j=l  
i=1 ,2 ,3 , . . . .  
4. THE DIFFERENCE EQUATION 
In the new scaling used in (7), the last term in the inner product (2) will turn over in 
+vh2Ahf (O)Ahg(O) .  
In order to compare this case with the case treated in [9], we have to rescale the parameter v 
putting 
V* ---- vh 2. 
We write the polynomials given by (6) in the new normalization as 
a,~,v" . # [M~a)(x;h) 









- ( l+h)  
M~a)(0;h) 
(a+i )  I M~ 1 (x -h ;h)  /,;,T,;,+l), + 
aran_  i \ - - ,* ,~] 
M(a_+2)(x_ 2h;h) I 
A R~.(a+2){ 2h:h I-Xh~V~n-2 x-- • ) 
-(n - 1) 
- h ;h )  
M. a+l)t ~'h) 
- i  k - '~ '  
AhM(a__+li) (-h; h) 
V* 
(a+l ) ( l+h)  n-a 
(16) 
- 2h; h) 
(~+2) M~_ 2 (-2h; h) 
AhM(a+2) (-2h; h) 
:= M~a)(x; h) + #Pn(a)(x; h) + u'Q(a)(x; h) + #u*P~a)(x; h). 
Let P be the space of all polynomials, and H E P. We look for difference operators, A, B, C 
on P and eigenvalues a0(n), b0(n), co(n) such that 
[(L + hi) +/~(A + ao(n)I) + v*(B + bo(n)I) +/~v*(C + Co(n)I)] M~ '~'u° (x; h) = 0. (17) 
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Here ,  
L(x)n(x) = [x(1 + h)AhV~ + [a + 1 - x]Ah] n(x), (18) 
and A = A(x), B = B(x), C = C(x) are of the form 
OO oO 
A(x)II(x) = ~ a,(x)A~II(x), B(x)II(x) = ~ b,(.)Ain(.), 
i=l  i=l  
OO 
c(~)n(:) = ~ ~(~)A~n(~). 
i----1 
If we substitute (16) in (17), we obtain the following eight systems of equations: 
(L + nI)P(C')(x; h) + (A + ao(n)I)M(")(x; h) = 0, (19) 
(A + ao(n)I)P(")(x; h) = 0, (20) 
(L + hi)q(. =) (x; h) + (B + bo(n)I)M(nC')(x; h) = 0, (21) 
(B + bo(n)I)q(n=)(x; h) = O, (22) 
(L + nI)R(C')(x; h) + CA + ao(n)I)Q(a)(x; h) 
+(B + bo(n)I)P('~)(x; h) + (C + co(n)I)M('~)(x; h) = 0, (23) 
(A + ao(n)I)R('~)(x; h)+ (C + co(n)I)P(~')(x; h)= O, (24) 
(B + bo(n)I)R(~')(x; h)+ (C + co(n)I)q(~)(x; h) = O, (25) 
(C + co(n)I)R(c')(x; h) : 0, (26) 
n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .  
Furthermore, we have by (12), (18), and (10) 
" " . - I  ~ - + h)  M~_l_k(x,h) 
LkffiO 
n- - I  
= - ~( . -  k -  1)(1 + h)~M.~21_~(=; h)
k=O 
---- -'°'".-1" Az(e+I)r~v" - ", ~'' h) + ~-~ ~ k J  (-1)k(1 + h) M~_l_lc(X, h) 
k----0 
= - .M. ( tC I~(= - h;h)  + M. ( tC~(= - 2h; h), 
and similarly, 
LM. a+2)" - 2h; h) = - Az(=+~)I~ 2M(~_ +3)(x 3h; h). . -2  (x - '  .... . -2  -2h ;h )+ - 
Hence, 
(L + nI)P(a)(x; h) = 
(L + nI)Q(.~)(x; h) = 
(L + .I)P~ a) (x; h) : 
1 M, (') {0" '-~ ".(,~+2). ( i  + A) - - I  " ' ' ,~ ' i . _ i  ~x - 2h; h), (27) 
AhMn(a)(0; h) 
(a + 1)(1 + h) "-1 (28) 
(n-1)Mn(a_ +2) - 2h; 
1 x {[M(n~_+2)(-2h;h)AhM(na)(O;h) (a + 1)(1 + h) 2n-3 
h)ahM(.~_ +2)(-2h; ) "~,,(,~+2~ i . -M(a)  (0; - ] . . . .  . -1  -  2h;h) 
(29) 
+ [M(na)(O;h)AhM(n~_+l)(-h;h) - M(a+')(-h;h)AhM(a)(O;h)]._, 
X,) a jr(a+3) {~ .... . -2  ~-  3h;h)}.  
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5. THE OPERATOR A 
5.1 .  The  Systems o f  Equat ions  
From (19) and (27), we find the system of equations 
1 L~ • ,(a+2), 2h; h), n 0, 1, 2, (30) CA(x) + ao(n)I)M(nCO(x; h) = (1 Jr h) n-1Mn(a)(0; nJl~'i-1 tx . . . . .  ' 
and from (20) and the definition of Pn (a) (x; h), we derive the system 
1 ~#(a+i)/_h. ~x~,(a+2) z 2h; h), (A(x) Jr ao(n)I)M(na__+i)(x - h; h) = (1 Jr h) n-1 " "n -1  k " ,  t t )g l / ln -1  ~X - -  
n=1,2 ,3 , . . . .  (31) 
From (30) for n = O, it follows that a0(O) = O. Considering the equations (30) and (31) for 
n = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  successively, it follows that ai(x) is a polynomial in x of degree at most i for 
i = 1,2,3, . . . .  Let 
ki = lim ai(x) i = 1,2,3, ..; 
z---+ c¢ ~ i  ' 
then, by comparing the coefficients of the highest degree in (30) and (31), we find 
n ki _ao(n____)) 
= , 
i= l  
n-1 k, M~?+l)(-h;h) ao(n) 
~-~(n-  1 - i ) !  = ( l j rh )n - l (n -  1)! (n -  1)!' 
iffil 
n = 1,2,3, . . . ,  
n = 1,2,3, . . . ,  
or  
i - -1 
n -1  
ao(n)=-~-~(n-1) i [k i+  
i=l  i 
M(n~+ll ) ( -h;  h ) 
(1 + h) "-1 
n = 1,2,3, . . . ,  
, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . .  
Hence, ao(n) -ao(n -  1 )= 
Mn(a+l )¢  ~.  k~ -1  k - - t  h t~} 
( l j rh )  n-1 , n = 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  which by (12) leads to 
n-1M(ka+l)(_h;h) , l n_lM(a_+ll2)(_2h;h) ' 
ao(n) = ~ (1 jr h) k = (1 ~- t~] 
k---0 
(32) 
This implies that (30) can be written as 




_ 1 [M(")(O;h)M(a_~2)(x - 2h;h) -  M(~.+12)(-2h;h)M(")(x;h)] (34) 
(1 + h) n-1 - - ' 
n = 1,2,3, . . .  and (31) yields 
Z a' (x)A~+l M~(a)(x; h) 
i----1 
_ -1  r~(a+i I /  ~" ~M(~+2)¢~ - M(a+2)n-1 _ h; h)] , (1 + h) n-1 ['"n-1 t-'°,'°J n-1 ~ - 2h; h) (-2h; h)M(n'~+l)(x - 
n = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  (35) 
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5.2. Equiva lence of  the Systems 
PROPOSITION 1. The system.~ (34) and (35) are equivalent. 
PROOF. By (12) with p = 1, the left-hand side of (34) can be written as 
oO oo  
~"~a,(x)(-l) M~_,_ 1 (x h;h). L..,a~L ) t -  ) ~v~;,_~ Lx -n ;h ) - ( l+h)  
i=1 i=1 
If the coefficients ai(x) satisfy the system (35) for all n, then they also satisfy the system (34) if 
we show that for n _> 1 the right-hand side of (34) equals 
I [M(a+l)(_h;h)M(n(x+2)(~_2h;h)_M(Ct+2)(_2h;h)M(e~+l)(x_h;h) ] 
(1 -t- h) n 
1 FM(,.+I) l, ~.h)M(a+2)(x_2h;h)_M(n~+2)(_2h;h)M(n,~+~)(x_h;h)] (1 + h) n-1 L n-1 k -,°, . . . .  
On the other hand, if we put k instead of n in equation (34), multiply by (1 + h) -k and sum 
over k from 1 to n -  1, we get by (12) 
OO 
i (a+i+ l )  ~a, (x ) ( -1 )  M~_i_ 1 (x -  h;h) 
i----1 
1 [M(a)(O;h)M(a_.+2)(x- 2h;h) ""1c-1 ,-"°, 
k=l (i +h) k-1 
Hence, in order to show the equivalence of the equations, it suffices to prove the following identity 
for n = 1,2,3, . . . :  
k----1 
1 [az(a+l)/ i,. ,_,M(a+2), - (1 . t .h )n_ ,  L...n_ 1 ,-.o,n) n-1 (z-2h;h)-M(a-+2)(-2h;h)M(a-+l)(x-h;h)] " (36) 
This is shown by induction. For n -- I, both sides of (36) vanish. If we assume (36) to be correct 
for a certain value of n, then, 
k=l (1-t- h) k-1 
i [')t#(a+l)( ~"~'~14(a+2)t" ~tzr(a+2)/ 9~"L~'*("+1)" 1 • ",~-I ~-.~,., njlv1,~_ I ur h; h) (1 + h) n-1 L " ' " -1  ~- '"  ' ° - " , -1  ~-  - 2h; h) - 
1 FM (a) tO. h~M (a+2) Ix - 2h; h) - az(a+2) ~ ~"  h)M(, c') (x; h)] + ( l+h)  n-1 L ~ ~'  Y r*-I ~ " "n -1  k--"°', 
_ (a+2)  (a) 1 [M(a)(-h;h)M(a__+12)(x-2h;h)-M~_ 1 (-2h;h)M~ (x-h;h)] 
(1 + h)~-i 
(1 + h) n 
(1 + h) n 
- I---!-- [M~"~(-h;h)ML""~(x- 2h;h)- ML">(~- h;h)ML~'">(-2h;h)]. 
(1 + h) -  
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5.3. Computat ion of the Coefficients 
In order to compute the coefficients a~(x), we use Lemma 3.1 to obtain 
~-~ Mi(-;-'-2) ( -x  °r h;h) 
ai(x) = (-1)i "--" (1 + h)3 
3---1 
- M~ ( -2h;h)Mj  (J. - . 
5.4. The Order of A 
By using the summation by parts formula 
E a3b3 = E a,-k (b,- 3 - bi-3-1) -}- bo E ai-k, (37) 
3ffiO 3ffiO k--O 
the well-known formula for binomial coefficients 
s (  1 k i E- Ik= 
and (12), we can compute the leading coefficients ki of ai(x) from (33) and (32), 
' ~)  1 ,.+2, 
i!k, = - E ( -1 )  '-3 (1 -I- h) j -1M~-I (-2h; h) 
3=0 
1 ,.+1, 
3ffio - - J  (1 +h)~-3 -1M~- j - l ( -h 'h)"  
-- --'L1 1M(i~2-i'((~_2)h;h) =_p(i~2-i,-1) ( l -h )  
(1 -r ,]  ~ " 
By [11, formulae (15.3.3) and (22.5.42)], th is  leads to  
k ,= i [ ( i -1 ) ( l+h)  "- 1 -~ " (39) 
We show that for h ~ O, a ~ -1, the assumption 
ki = k~+l = 0 
leads to a contradiction. 
We start with two known relations for Jacobi polynomials: 
replaced by n - 1) 
(n+~+a ~) . . .~(a ,~+x) ,~, (1  + x)r'¢~_ 1 _, = (n + 3)P(~:'~)(x) + nP(~"'t~)(x), 
and [11, formula (22.7.18)] 
(9n + ~ + a)p.~- l ,a l (x)  = (n + ~ + a)p~,a~(x) - (~ + ~)p~_,~(x).  
We eliminate p(a,~)(x) from these two relations to obtain 
1 . ,n(a,B÷l)(~ 
mP.(a'a)tx~ + nP(na-l'a)(x) = ~(n + a + ~)(1 + x)r'd_ 1 ,_) (n+~, j  . - I  ~ J 
(4O) 
= (1 + ~) dp~_~,~) (~) ,  
ax  
[11, formula (22.7.16)] (with n 
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and we take the special case 8 := 1, n:=i  - 1, a:=a + 2 - i 
ip(a+i-i,1)fx~ i-2 ~ ] + (i - 1)Pi(_al+l-i'l)(x) = (1 "t-" x)" ~1- i_  l d  ,~(°+l-i,l)/_,t~) • (41) 
Now, suppose ki = ki+l = 0, for some i _> 2. Putting x = (1 - h)/(1 + h), we get from (39) 
pi(_a;2-i,1)(x) __ p(a't'l-i,1)/X% i -1  ~, # = 0, for some i > 2. 
Hence, from (41) we conclude that both Pi(a+i-i'l)(x) and its derivative vanish. Since the Jacob, 
polynomial satisfies a second-order differential equation, this is impossible if x is a regular point 
of the differential equation, for then all its derivatives would vanish. The only singular points 
are x = -1,  x = 1, and x = co, corresponding to h = co, h = 0, and h = -1.  
6. THE OPERATOR B 
6.1. The  Systems o f  Equat ions  
From (21) and (28), we find the system of equations 
-AhMn(a)(0; h) 
(B + bo(n)I)M(°)(x; h) = (a + 1)(1 + h) n- I  
x [ ( , , -  - 
and from (22) and the defin!tion of Q(n°)(x; h) (see (16)) 
[-(n- 1)AhM(,,,a_+')(-h;h)-I-(1 + h)AhM(na_+i)(-2h;h)] (B  -4- bo(n)I)M(,.,°>(x;h) 
= AhMn(:)(0; h)(B + bo(n)I) [ - (n  - 1)Mn(a_+i)(x - h; h) + (1 + h)M(n°+~)(x - 2h; h)].  
We define for n = 1,2,3, . . .  
1 E(n~)i(x;h):=(1.i.h)n-, [(n-"ll'f<°+i)''-h;h)-( w. "l-h)M(na-+l)(x-2h;h)]- , (42) 
and 
F(n°)i(x;h):= 1 [(n-1)M(a_+i)(x-2h;h)-2(1 + h)M(na_+3)(x-3h;h)] . (43) 
- ( l+h)n - ,  - 
Then, we obtain two systems of 
(B + bo(n)I)M(na)(x; h) = 
(B + bo(n)I)E(a_.)l (x; h) = 
equations 
AhM (°) (0; h) F.C:21(~; h), ( a Jr 1) 
a~ sc:_2, (0; h) F C:21(x; h), 
( a + i) 
n = 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  (44) 
n ---- 1,2, 3, . . . .  (45) 
6.2. Some Relat ions  for the  Po lynomia ls  E(,~l(X;h) and F(n°..)l(X;h) 
By (12), we derive 
1 [ n-g..i..h) M~i_l_k(X,h ) E~a-)l(X;h) = (1 -I-h) n-1 (n -  1) (1 k (°) . 
I 
li-2 ] 




= (1 + h) n-1 ~--~(n - 1 - k)(1 + h)hM(n~)l_~(x;h) 
kffi0 
li--1 
= ~k(1  + h)-~M~°)(x; h), 
kffi0 
(46) 
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.-I 
[ 1 j ,~  i i(a) " h) Fn(~_):(x; h) = (I Jr'h) n-1 (?'& - I) (k + I)(I + ,,) ,nn_a_ktx; 
n--2 _] 
~k+l  A,~(~,) t,~. h) - E (k  + 2)(k + 1)(1 + ,o/ ""n-2-kw', 
k=O 
. -1  
1 
-- (I + h) "-I E(?~ -- 1 -- k)(k q- I)(I + h)kM(na_)l_k(x; h) 
k=0 
k=O 
. -1  
= ~"~k(n-k)(1 +h)-kM(~a)(x;h), 
k=0 
n -1  k 
E ~'~ j(1 + h)-JM~a)(x;h) 
k=o j=o 
= E(n  - j) j(1 + h)-JM~'~)(x; h) 
j=0  




6.3. Computat ion  of  bo(n) 
For n = 0 and n = 1, equation (45) is trivial. For n = 0, equation (44) leads to bo(0) = 0. 
Further, we conclude that bo(1) is arbitrary. By considering the equations (44) and (45) for 
n = 1,2,3, . . .  successively, it follows that b~(x) is a polynomial in x of degree at most i for 
i = 1,2,3, . . . .  Let 
b~(x) 
k~ = lira - i - 1,2,3, • 
x . - *~ X i ' " " " ' 
then, by comparing the coefficients of the highest degree in (44) and (45), we find 
n k~ bo(n) 
i=1 (n  -- i)! n! ' n = 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  
, -1  , ABE(,?)1(0; h) E (n k ,  _ bo(n) 
i=1 l - i ) !  = (5+l ) (n -1 ) !  (n - l ) ! '  n=2,3 ,4 , . . . ,  
or  
i= l  
bo(n) = - y :  '~-  1 i !~-  
i=l i (5 + 1) ' 
= 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  (49) 
= 2, 3 ,4 , . . . .  (50) 
Hence, bo(n) - bo(n - 1) = -(AbE(,a_)1(0; h))/(a + 1), n = 2, 3, 4 , . . . ,  which leads to 
bo(n) = bo(1) - ---~--~AhFn(~_)x(0; h), n = 1, 2, 3, . . . .  (51) 
Here, b0(1) can be chosen arbitrarily. By (43) and (48), we conclude 
1 - .-(a+3)2 , -  ( 3h h 1)AhM:_ 1 ( -2h;h)  2(1 boCn) = bo(1) - (5 + 1)(1 + h)- -1 [(n - (~+~ - + h)ahM~ ; )] 
1 
= boO) + (5 + 1)(1 + h) " - '  [ (n -  1)M(~_+3)(-2h;h) - 2(1 + h)M(n~+a)(-3h;h)]. 
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We can rewrite the equations (44) and (45) in the form 
oo 
bo(1)M(a)(x; h) + E b,(x)A~hM(a)(x; h ) = AhMn(a)(0; h)F(a_.)(x;h) 
a+l  
i----1 
Ah F(n:)l ( O; h ) . .,,~, , . , 
+ ~ ~a "t~; n), 
oo 
b°(1)E(n~-)'(x;h)- + Eb'(x)A~hE(~a--)'(x;h) = AhE(na--)l(O;h)-~i ~d-'~(x;~(a) " h) 
i ffi l 
(52) 
n = 1,2,3, . . . ,  
(53) 
n = 1,2,3, . . . .  
6.4. Equivalence of the Systems 
PROPOSITION 2. The systems (52) and (53) are equ/va/ent. 
PROOF. If we put n instead of n -- 1 in equation (53) and subtract (53) as it stands, we obtain 
by using (46) 
(1 ÷ h) n b°(1)M(~)(x; h) ÷ ~_b,(x)A~M('~)(x; h) 
iffil 
= Ahf(a)(O; h) AbE(ha) (0; h) f(~a)(x; h) + E(~a) (x; h) 
a+l  a+l  
+ AhE(n~-'-)l(O;h)F(a)l(x;h) AhF~'~--)l(O;h)E(n~l(x;h)" 
a+l  - a+l  
Hence, it is sufficient o show that 
n (a) . (a) x" h ( l÷h)  n [ -AhM(na)(O;h)F(a')l(x;h)÷ AhF~-I(O'h)M~ ( ' )] 
= -AhE(na)(O;h)F(na)(x;h) ÷ AhE(a_..),(O;h)F(na_.)(x;h ) 
+ Ahf(n'*)(O;h)E(na)(x;h ) - Ahf(n~)l(O;h)E(~a.)l(x;h). 
(54) 
On the other hand, if we put k instead of n in (52), multiply by k(1 + h) -k and sum over k 
from 1 to n - 1, we get 
oo 
bo(1)E(na)x(x;h) + ~ , (a) . _ b~(x)AhE~_l(x, h) 
i= l  
,~- 1 k [ AhM~ (cO (0; h) F(~) ix; h) + 
= E (l÷h) k ~+ 1 k- l~" 
k----1 
Hence, in order to show the equivalence of the equations, it suffices to prove the following identity: 
"-'~ (l+h)k~ [-~hM~(°;h)F*~(x;h)- +~hS*~-~(0;h)M~)(x;h)] 
k----1 
= -ahEad1C0; h) F.~_~ (~; h) + ~. f~_ ), (0; h)E~, (~; h ). (55) 
This is shown by induction. For n -- 1, both sides of (55) va_ nish. If we assume (55) to be correct 
for a certain value of n, then, by using (46) and (48), 
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Z(~+,,)," i< [-A,,M~°>(0;h)F~':'~(:;h)+~F~;(0;h)M~°>(:;h)] 
k=l  
= -hhE(~a_)lC0; h)F(") l(x; h) + Ah F("_)l (0; h)E(~_2 l(x; h) 
n (a) . (a) x" AhF(~a__)(O;h)M(a)(x;h)] + (1 + h) n [ -AhM~ (0, h)fA_l( , h) + 
• ~c,~), h,r"a,,M~=)(o;h) rnM~")(x; h)'I 
('~) • ('~) x" h) = -F(a_)l(x; h)AhE(a)(O; h) + AhF~_I(O, h)E~ ( ,
: - [~o>(~; i,) - ~o)(~; 1,)] A,,E~°>(o; h) + [A,,F~°>(0; h) - A~E~°>(0; t,)] S(:>(=; h) 
= -F(a)(x;  h)AhE(a)(O; h) + AhF(a)(0; h)E(a)(x; h). | 
6.5.  Computat ion  o f  the  Coef f i c ients  
We now solve the system (52). Since b0(1) is arbitrary and with equation (51) in mind we 
write 
bi(x) -= bo(1)b*(x) + f~i(x), i = 1, 2, 3 , . . . .  
Then, (52) leads to 
oo 
E f~i(x)A~M(a)Cx; h) = 
i----1 
and 
AhM(a) (0; h)F(a_)(x;h)÷ AhF(a-) (O; h) M(a)(x;h), (56) 
a+l  a+l  
oo 
Z b;(x)A~M(a)(x; h) = -M(a)(x; h I, (57) 
iffil 
for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . .  From (57), we obtain using Lemma (3.1) 
i 
b;(x) = (-11 i+' Z M(-'~-i-i)(-x;h)M~ a)(x;hl = (-1)iM(-a-i-1)(-x;h)'  
j f f i l  
(58) 
and from (56) 
i 
B~(x) = (-1) '  Z M(-__?-i-1)(-x;h) 
jffil 
AhM (~') (0; h) F(:) Ix" h) + 
× a + 1 j - l k  ' a + 1 ~ , ,j (59) 
From (58/, it is obvious that the difference operator B is of infinite order if bo(11 ~ 0. In the 
next section, we prove that in the case b0(1) = 0, the difference operator B is of infinite order as 
well .  
6.6. The  Order  of B 
By using (371, (381, (12/, (48 I, and (46 / we can compute k~, the coefficient of x i in/~i(x) 
from (511 in the case that b0(1) -- 0: 
) 
a+l j f f i  1 
_- 1 y.~(_ l )  ~ z -1  Ah _~_l(O;h) 
a+l~f f i  0 . J 
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( I  , -1  (0; h )  ~=o J 
i -2  
jffi0 
i -2 / X 
= ( - -1  ~-~.(_1) j \ i  - 2 / ( i  - j 1)(1 + _, , , , ,_ j_2tu;, , )  
a+l  j j--o 
= a + 1 ; ,+a) ( ( / _  2)h; h) + (i - 2)M(_~3i+4)((i - 3)h; h) , 
for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . .  Hence, by using (9) 
[ ( )  , -1  1 1 - h + (i - 2)P(_a3 '+4'°) k, -- (a -t- 1)i! 1 -t- h (i - 1)P(_a; '+3'°) 1 -~ 
In the Laguerre case (h = 0), this leads to 
, i (a+l ) -a  [a-F2~ 
k~ = (a+ 1) (a+ 2)i! ~ i -  2 ) '  
for i ---- 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  which implies that for nonnegative integer values of a, the coefficient of x i 
in/3i(x) v~niRhes if i > a + 4. Let h > 0 and assume that k~ and k~+ I are both zero for a certain 
value of i > 2. If we put z = (1 - h)/(1 + h) (hence, z # :t l) ,  then we have 
(i - 1)D(~2'+a'°)(x) + (i - 2)P(~3'+4'°)(:c) = 0, and (60) 
iP(a_li+2'°) (z) + (i - 1)P(_a2-i+3'°)(x) = O. (61) 
We use [11, formula (22.7.15)] with a:=a - i + 3, ~:=0,  n := i  - 3 
(a + i - 1)~--~P(_a; '+4'°) (x)  = (a + 1)P(_a3-'+a'°)(x) - (i - 2)P(_a~'+3'°)(x), (62) 
and [11, formula (22.7.18)] wi th  a := a - i + 3,/3 := 0, n := i - 1 
(a + i + 1)P(_a~-'+2'°)(x) = (a + 2)P(_a~-'+3'°)(x) - (i - 1)P(_a~'+3'°)(x). (63) 
Combination of (60) and (62) leads to 
and combination of (61) and (63) to 
i(a + 2)P(_~"+a'°)(=) = - ( i  - 1)(a + 1)P(_~2'+a'°)(=). (65) 
By using the three-term recurrence relation for Jacobi polynomials [11, formula (22.7.1)], it  follows 
that P(t'-i+~'°)(z) -- 0 for k ~ {i - 3,i - 2,i  - 1}. From (60) and (40), we may conclude that 
= = o. 
With the same argument as used for the operator A, it follows that the operator B is of infinite 
order. 
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7. CONCLUSION 
We have shown that the polynomials {M~,V(x;/3, c)}n°°__0, which are orthogonal with respect 
to (2), are eigenfunctions ofa difference operator of the form L+pA in the case # > 0, v = 0, and 
of a difference operator  of the form L+vB in the case/~ = 0, v :> 0. In both  cases, these difference 
operators  are of infinite order, which implies that  also in the case p > 0, v > 0, no difference 
operator  of f inite order can exist having the polynomials {M~,V(x;/3, c)}n°°=0 as eigenfunctions. 
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